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ABSTRACT

In this thesis work the low-energy olletive spetra of spherial or nearly spher-ial nulei have been studied by means of the Mirosopi Anharmoni VibratorApproah (MAVA). The adopted theory is based on a large single-partile valenespae and a realisti nulear Hamiltonian using phenomenologially renormalizedtwo-body interation based on the Bonn one-boson-exhange G-matrix. The usedtheoretial formalism naturally embraes vibrational degrees of freedom startingfrom the quasipartile random-phase approximation (QRPA) olletive phonons.The above mentioned nulear Hamiltonian is used to introdue anharmoniitiesinto the desription of the low-lying exited states leading to dynamial splittingof the energies of the two-phonon vibrational states. At the same time the Hamil-tonian is also allowed to mix the one-phonon and two-phonon olletive degrees offreedom.A systemati investigation of the redued eletri quadrupole deay probabil-ities and level energies of even-even 94�100Mo, 98�106Ru and 110�120Cd isotopes isperformed using the MAVA. Some large sale alulations have also been done inthe aim to �x the free parameters by experimental data so that a large region ofnulei ould be studied with the same parameters. This is done by modifying theMAVA to allow user friendly alulations globally by hoosing vibrational type ofnulei from the entire hart of nulei.This thesis is divided in two di�erent parts, an introdutory part and �vepubliations. The introdutory part provides a summary of the topis related tothe publiations and gives a more detailed overview of the di�erent aspets of theperformed studies supplemented with referenes.
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1 INTRODUCTIONNulear physis is a subjet of enduring interest and importane. The atomi nu-leus is a fasinating and unique example of a quantum system of relatively fewpartiles displaying both single-partile and olletive motions, and it is governedby three out of the four fundamental fores of nature, namely, the eletromagneti,the strong nulear and the weak interations. The radiation from nulei have foundmany appliations in a wide range of �elds.Nulear physis is still in many respets an experimental subjet: even thoughthe nuleus has been studied for a entury, new phenomena are ontinually beingfound. What we know is still onditioned by the preision and limitations of theavailable equipment and we do not yet have a simple and omprehensive theoryof the nuleus. To desribe it we have to rely on models that eah desribe er-tain aspets of nulear struture, and they often do this with great auray andsophistiation.The purpose of the present work is to study low-lying olletive states withvibrational-type behaviour. These states lie below the pairing gap whih is produedby the short-range nuleon orrelations whereas the olletivity of the states is due tothe long-range residual interation. These olletive states have been investigated invarious ways, both experimentally and theoretially, as olletive phonons and theirmultiples. The phenomenologial models study these latter mentioned multiphononstates and anharmoniities assoiated with them in terms of pure phonons. Probablythe most famous of suh models is the interating boson model (IBM) [1℄ whih hasproved to be a powerful tool for providing systematis of the low-energy multiphononspetra and larifying their gross features.In order to explain multiphonon states mirosopially, one has to go beyond



10Tamm-Dano� (TDA) or random-phase approximation (RPA) [2, 3℄ whih, by theirown nature, annot aount for anharmoniities. The anharmoni features an beaounted for e.g., by the use of the multistep shell model (MSM) [4, 5, 6, 7℄ orthe multiphonon model (MPM) [8, 9, 10, 11℄. Both methods generate a set ofmultiphonon states out of the TDA or RPA phonons.In Ref. [12℄ an exat formulation and solution of the nulear eigenvalue prob-lem in a mirosopi multiphonon spae is proposed starting from a TDA phonon.It is stated that the method an be be reformulated to inlude RPA phonons butthat extension ould be unneessary beause the method already in its presentTDA formulation yields an expliitly orrelated ground state. However, the use ofquasipartiles instead of partile-hole states would be espeially useful allowing tostudy multiphonon spetra in open shell spherial and deformed nulei not easilyaessible to standard shell modelAnother method for the mirosopi desription of multiphonon states is thequasipartile-phonon model (QPM) [13℄ whih has been used to study a large varietyof spetra for vibrational as well as for deformed nulei [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20℄.In the QPM the wave funtion is built in a similar way as done in the MSM, butthe equations of motion are derived from a di�erent priniple.It is also possible to extend the partile hole basis by a diret inlusion ofthe two-partile-two-hole terms within the extended quasipartile random-phaseapproximation [21℄ but the resulting equations are rather ompliated. In the seondRPA only the 1p-1h and 1h-1p omponents of the one-body amplitudes and the 2p-2h and 2h-2p of the two-body amplitudes are taken into aount. However, in Ref.[22℄ it is found that only extended RPAs with all one-body and two-body amplitudesgive zero exitation energy to the double-phonon state orresponding to the spuriousmode assoiated with the translational motion. In most appliations it is preferred,for the sake of simpliity, to adopt the multistep tehnique in whih building bloksare the quasipartile random-phase approximation (QRPA) phonons. The multisteptehnique is also adapted in the MAVA formalism, the subjet of this thesis work.In the �rst step of the MAVA the low-energy olletive phonons of the open-shell nulei are desribed within the framework of the QRPA. The QRPA desribesharmoni small-amplitude vibrations around a spherial nulear shape leading toolletive low-energy solutions of the QRPA equations. In the seond step of theMAVA more ompliated strutures are onstruted by ombining these one-phononstates to two-phonon states and letting one-phonon and two-phonon states interatamong eah other through the residual two-body Hamiltonian.



2 THEMICROSCOPIC ANHARMONIC VIBRATOR

APPROACHThe method for the mirosopi desription of the struture of nulei with two-phonon states is outlined in this setion. The onept of BCS quasipartile isintrodued to handle the pairing interation in a nuleus. The exitations of aneven-even nuleus are formed by �rst alulating the QRPA phonons and then usingthese phonons as building bloks for more ompliated strutures.The olletive low-lying exitations in even-even nulei are desribed in termsof single-partile eigenstates in a given spherially symmetri mean-�eld. Thesestates are labeled by spherial single-partile quantum numbers, i.e., isospin, energyeigenvalue, orbital angular momentum, total spin and its z-projetion, � , �, l, j andm, respetively. For simpliity the following shorthand notation is used: ��ljm!�jm, where j now absorbs the energy eigenvalue and orbital angular momentum.The isospin index is dropped whenever its presene is unambiguously understood.The following notation is also found to be useful: ̃jm � (�1)j+mj�m. Exploitingthese notations, the reation and annihilation operators orresponding to state ��jmare written as y�jm and �jm respetively.
2.1 The nuclear mean-field and residual interactionThe problem of treating the dynamis of an atomi nuleus is a hallenge for theo-rists to solve. On one hand the appliation of exat methods is out of the questionsine the number of partiles involved is far too large for that. On the other hand,



12the number of partiles involved is not su�iently large for the use of statistialmethods. To make the desription even more di�ult, the nuleons feel the pres-ene of a strong mutual attration, leading to bound nulei despite the Coulombrepulsion between the protons.The mirosopi nulear Hamiltonian, given in terms of the oupation num-ber representation [23℄, an be separated into two terms, the single-partile kinetienergy term and the two-body interation:H =
Xj1m1 �j1yj1m1j1m1 +

Xjimi,i=1,...,4 vj1m1j2m2j3m3j4m4yj1m1yj2m2j4m4j3m3� HSP +HI. (1)The antisymmetrized two-body interation matrix element vj1m1j2m2j3m3j4m4is de�ned byvj1m1j2m2j3m3j4m4 � vj1m1j2m2j3m3j4m4 � vj1m1j2m2j4m4j3m3 , (2)wherevj1m1j2m2j3m3j4m4 =
Z �yj1m1(x)�yj2m2(x')v(r,r')�j3m3(x)�j4m4(x')d3rd3r' (3)and �j1m1(x) is a mean-�eld single-partile wave funtion ontaining the radialoordinate r and spin s = 12 , i.e., x = (r,s).In the mean-�eld approximation, MFA, the assumption is made that eahnuleon is moving independently in an average �eld aused by the other nuleons.This external, so alled mean-�eld potential VMF, is onstruted to simulate thetotal e�et of the surrounding nulear matter as well as possible. The task is to�nd an optimal form of VMF making the matrix elements of the residual interationHRES, de�ned by H = HSP + VMF| {z }HMF +HI � VMF| {z }HRES , (4)small. One way to aomplish this goal, i.e., to �nd the orret form of VMF, is touse the iterative Hartree-Fok method. By doing this, a system of strongly inter-ating partiles is onverted to that of weakly interating mean-�eld quasipartilesoupying the mean-�eld single-partile orbitals. VMF an also be approximated as aharmoni osillator potential or some more realisti phenomenologial potential likeWoods-Saxon potential with its parametrization given by, e.g., Bohr and Mottelson[24℄.



13The many-body problem of the nuleus is simpli�ed by the introdution of themean-�eld. For some nulei this means even that we an desribe ertain nulearproperties, like the magneti moment, in single-partile terms. This is the ase, forinstane, for nulei with just one partile or hole outside a losed major shell ora partile-hole exitation on a major shell of fully oupied single-partile orbitals.Naturally these ases are rare and for general ases a proper inlusion of the residualinteration HRES is needed to obtain realisti results.
2.2 The BCS and quasiparticlesThe nuleon pairs tend to favour oupling to total angular momentum zero. Thisshort-range nulear fore is alled the nulear pairing, and is the most prominentomponent of the residual interation. It was �rst Mayer [25, 26℄ who pointed outthat for all the even-even nulei the spin and parity of the ground state, J�g.s., equalsto 0+. The pairing e�et was then introdued to explain this feature.Within the most general ase of n partiles an exat treatment is no longerpossible and di�erent approximationmethods to obtain the nulear pair distributionhave been introdued: generalized seniority [27℄ (GS), broken-pair approximation[28℄ (BPA), Bardeen-Cooper-Shrie�er theory [29℄ (BCS), to mention some. TheBCS method has been adopted from the theory of superondutivity and was �rstproposed to be used in the nulear environment by Bohr, Mottelson and Pines [30℄.The BCS approah desribes the ground state of an even-even nuleus as being in akind of superonduting phase. This means that all the nuleons have been oupledpairwise to zero angular momentum to form a Cooper pair ondensate of boson-likeobjets.The BCS ground state is written as linear ombination of states with di�erentnumbers of nuleon pairs:jBCSi =

Yjm>0(uj � vjyjm̃yjm)jorei, (5)where the state jorei denotes the inert ore, taken as e�etive partile vauum:jmjorei = 0 for all jm. The ore onsists of oupied mean-�eld orbitals thatan be negleted to �rst approximation in the alulations. The oe�ients uj andvj are alled the unoupation and oupation amplitudes, respetively.The BCS ground state has no exat partile number, i.e., it is not an eigenstate



14of the partile-number operator N =
Xjm yjmjm. (6)Atually a nuleon-pair state jjm, j �mi is oupied with the probability of v2jand empty with the probability u2j . The BCS ground state preserves, however, thepartile-number parity indiating that the mixing happens only for states with aneven number of partiles. This is aeptable sine the low-energy struture of nuleishows ertain independene of the partile number.The BCS vauum is not a partile vauum but instead it is a vauum state for anew kind of generalized annihilation operator ajm obtained through the Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation [31, 32, 33℄:ajm = ujjm + vj ̃yjm. (7)Namely, the operator ajm is a BCS quasipartile annihilation operator and theorresponding BCS quasipartile reation operator ayjm an be obtained throughthe hermitian onjugation. The BCS quasipartiles are fermions thus satisfyingnayj1m1, aj2m2o = Æj1j2Æm1m2. (8)This ondition is equivalent to a probability normalization of the amplitudes uj andvj: u2j + v2j = 1. (9)Now the original mean-�eld Hamiltonian an be expressed in terms of the BCSquasipartiles. Inluding the ground state energy U0, the expression turns out tohave the strutureH = U0 +H11 +H20 +H02 +H22 +H40 +H04 +H31 +H13| {z }VRES , (10)where all the terms, exept the ground state energy, are proportional to the normalordered produts of reation and annihilation operators:Hnk / ayj1m1 ...ayjnmnaj01m01...aj0km0k . (11)The oupation and unoupation amplitudes, vj and uj , respetively, aredetermined by performing a onstrained variation for the ground state energy. Thevariation is done for protons and neutrons separately and is onstrained to yield a



15given average value hNi of the proton or neutron number, equal to the atual valueof the valene nuleons: ��hNihBCSjH � �N jBCSi = 0. (12)Here the Lagrange undetermined multiplier � is hosen so that the partile numberonstraint is satis�ed. Evaluating Eq. (12) reveals that most of the terms in theHamiltonianH are trivial in the variational equation. In fat, only the stati groundstate energy term has a role in the treatment. The parameters uj and vj and physialquantities like the pairing gap and the quasipartile energy an then be obtainedby appliation of an iterative approah to the solution of the BCS equations.Rewriting Eq. (12) indiates that � is the hemial potential of the system:��hNihBCSjH � �N jBCSi = 0 ) � =
��hNihBCSjHjBCSi. (13)This form shows that � really is the rate at whih the energy of the system isinreasing when more partiles are added to the system.Besides minimizing the ground state energy, the BCS variational problem leadsalso to the vanishing of the terms H20 and H02 in (10). This property orrespondsto the missing of the quasipartile pair exitations aross the Fermi surfae but alsoshows how e�ient the Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation (7) from the mean-�eldbasis to the BCS basis is in absorbing part of the residual interation to the strutureof the quasipartile ground state, jBCSi.

2.3 The QRPA phononsA good part of the interation is already absorbed to the struture of the quasiparti-les when making the transition from the independent partiles to the BCS piture.Sine quasipartiles are partly partiles and partly holes the BCS ground state has asmooth Fermi surfae instead of a sharp one as in the ase of independent partiles.Naturally most of the partiles still oupy the lowest single-partile orbitals butthere are some exitations present as well. Experimental data shows that this isnot enough for the desription of the ground state of an even-even nuleus and thequasipartile orrelations have to be inluded. Even though the BCS ground stateis a quasipartile vauum, one has to allow the reation of quasipartile pairs tothe ground state by the residual interation in order to desribe olletive states



16in even-even nulei. In the following a pair of quasipartiles on orbitals j1 and j2,oupled to angular momentum �2 and its z-projetion �2 is reated byAy�2�2(j1j2) =

q1 + Æj1j2(�1)�21 + Æj1j2 (ayj1ayj2)�2�2, (14)where
(ayj1ayj2)�2�2 =

Xm1m2hj1m1; j2m2j�2�2iayj1m1ayj2m2. (15)A ommonly used framework for introduing the quasipartile-pair exitationsin the ground state is the quasipartile random-phase approximation, QRPA. TheQRPA desribes harmoni small-amplitude vibrations around a spherial nulearshape [2, 3, 34℄ leading to olletive low-energy solutions of the QRPA equations.The QRPA vauum, jQRPAi, is de�ned byQa2�2�2jQRPAi = 0, (16)where Qa2�2�2 is the hermitian onjugate of the QRPA-phonon reation operatorQya2�2�2: Qya2�2�2 =
X�=�,� Xj1�j2hX� (j1j2; a2�2)Ay�2�2(j1j2)� Y� (j1j2; a2�2)(�1)�2��2A�2��2(j1j2)i. (17)The subsript a2�2�2 stands for the two-partile energy eigenvalue, angular mo-mentum (and parity) and z-projetion. In the sum over the quasipartile statesj1 and j2 a limited summation is used to avoid the same pairs to appear twie inthe sum. The amplitudes X� (j1j2; a2�2) and Y� (j1j2; a2�2) are alled the forward-and bakward-going amplitudes, respetively. One should notie that the bakward-going amplitude, Y� (j1j2; a2�2), is a measure of the orrelations in the ground state.Therefore, it is required that the amplitudes Y� (j1j2; a2�2) remain small beauseotherwise the sheme of small vibrations will break down. This feature of the a-eptable ground state an also be expressed by demanding the di�erene betweenthe BCS and QRPA ground states to be small, i.e.,jQRPAi = jBCSi+ small orrelations. (18)The QRPA problem an be formulated by using the equations of motionmethod, EOM, �rst introdued by Rowe [35℄. The idea in the EOM is to redue



17the partile rank of the involved operators. This is done by using the symmetrizeddouble ommutators de�ned by2[A,B,C]� = [A, [B,C]]� + [[A,B],C]�, (19)where + sign refers to fermioni operators (antiommutators) and � sign to bosonioperators (ommutators). In the EOM one of the operators in (19) is the nulearHamiltonian and one a given ansatz for the exitation operator of the theory, like theone of (17). Taking the vauum expetation value of (19) makes the EOM exat forthe true vauum. The formalism also yields useful properties like the orthogonalityand ompleteness for the resulting exitations. In the ase of the QRPA, the EOMleads to the following double ommutator equations:hQRPAjhA�2�2(j1j2),H,Qya2�2�2ijQRPAi
= Ea2�2hQRPAjhA�2�2(j1j2),Qya2�2�2ijQRPAi, (20)hQRPAjhAy�2�2(j1j2),H,Qya2�2�2ijQRPAi
= Ea2�2hQRPAjhAy�2�2(j1j2),Qya2�2�2ijQRPAi. (21)To evaluate the involved ommutators, the so alled quasiboson approxima-tion, QBA [36℄, is used. This way some terms in the ommutators are omitted. Inpratie this leads to the replaement of the exat QRPA ground state by that ofthe BCS in the above equations. More expliitly, it auses the QRPA operators toful�ll the bosoni ommutation rules:hQa2�2�2,Qya02�02�02i = Æa2a02Æ�2�02Æ�2�02, (22)representing the expetation value of the ommutator of two QRPA phonons withrespet to the BCS vauum. One should notie here that the BCS vauum is notthe exat vauum of the QRPA and thus the derived QRPA equations are onlyapproximative and are not based on a variational proedure.The EOM equations (20) and (21) an be written as non-hermitian matrixequation 0� A B�B� �A� 1A0� X�Y� 1A = Ea2�2 0� X�Y� 1A , (23)whih is known as the QRPA matrix equation. Here Ea2�2 is the QRPA eigenenergyand the orresponding eigenvetor onsists of all the amplitudes X� (j1j2; a2�2) andY� (j1j2; a2�2). The submatrixA is hermitian and alled the QTDA matrix beause



18it is the matrix to be solved in a more simple quasipartile pair approah alled thequasipartile Tamm-Dano� approximation [37, 38℄. In the QTDA the ground stateorrelations are negleted ompletely. The other submatrix B is symmetri and anbe alled the orrelation matrix. It appears due to the ground state orrelations ofthe QRPA. Detailed expressions for the matrix elements of the A and B matriesare given in Ref. [39℄.The QRPA eigenstates are obtained by diagonalizing the QRPA matrix (23).For these eigenstates the orthonormality (24) and ompleteness relations (25) and(26) are stated asX�=�,� Xj1�j2 �X� (j1j2; a2�2)�X� (j1j2; a02�02)� Y� (j1j2; a2�2)�Y� (j1j2; a02�02)� = Æa2a02Æ�2�02 , (24)X�=�,�Xa2 �X� (j1j2; a2�2)X� (j 01j 02; a2�2)�� Y� (j1j2; a2�2)�Y� (j 01j02; a2�2)� = Æj1j2Æj01j02 , (25)X�=�,�Xa2 �X� (j1j2; a2�2)Y� (j 01j 02; a2�2)�� Y� (j1j2; a2�2)�X� (j 01j02; a2�2)� = 0. (26)In ompleteness relations (25) and (26) it is required that j1 � j2 and j01 � j02.Naturally, the dimension of the problem is twie as large as that of the orrespondingQTDA problem and also the number of solutions is doubled when moving from theQTDA to QRPA. However, the number of the physial solutions in the QRPAremains the same as in the QTDA. This is due to the fat that to every physialsolution with a positive eigenergy Ea2�2 there is a negative eigenergy Ea02�2 =�Ea2�2 . This negative-energy partner Ea02�2, X� (j1j2; a02�2), Y� (j1j2; a02�2) for thephysial solution Ea2�2, X� (j1j2; a2�2), Y� (j1j2; a2�2) an be obtained simply bysetting X� (j1j2; a02�2) = Y� (j1j2; a2�2)� and Y� (j1j2; a02�2) = X� (j1j2; a2�2)�.
2.4 Two-phonon like excitationsIt is possible to extend the partile-hole basis by a diret inlusion of the 2p-2h termswithin the extended QRPA [21℄ but the resulting equations are rather ompliated.



19In most appliations it is preferred, for the sake of simpliity, to adopt the multisteptehnique in whih building bloks are the QRPA phonons. These mirosopi de-sriptions of multiphonon states and espeially the double ommutator tehnique toderive the EOM are atually partiular realizations of the so alled boson expansiontehnique [40℄. This is also the way the two-phonon states of MAVA are built, i.e.,in terms of QRPA degrees of freedom.In the desription of the low-lying exitations in even-even nulei it is neessaryto onsider a general superposition of one- and two-phonon omponents leading tothe exitation operator
Γ
ya4�4�4 =

Xa2 Z1(a2; a4�4)Qya2�4�4+Xa2�2�b2�2 Z2(a2�2b2�2; a4�4)(Qya2�2Qyb2�2)�4�4, (27)where the two-partile quantum numbers, namely the energy eigenvalue, angularmomentum and parity, are denoted by (a2�2). The quantum numbers (a4�4) denotethe eigenvalue index and total spin-parity of the state with z-projetion �4. Theenergies assoiated with these exitations are, of ourse, not just sums of the single-phonon energies. The eigenenergies and eigenstates an be found by using, forinstane, the EOM tehnique, i.e.,hH, Γ
ya4�4�4i = Ea4�4Γ

ya4�4�4, (28)where the Hamiltonian has the following phonon representation in terms of to thetwo-phonon basis H =
X22E22 X�2 Qy22�2Q22�2 . (29)We an proeed in a similar way the QRPA equations were derived. Namely,the expetation value of the symmetrized double ommutators between the Hamil-tonian and the basis omponents entering (27) are omputed using the BCS groundstate as the approximative vauum. After taking the vauum expetation value ofthe involved ommutators the following system of equations is obtained:0� Ea2�4Æa2a02 H12(a2; a02�02b02�02)H21(a2�2b2�2; a02) H22(a2�2b2�2; a02�02b02�02) 1A0� Z1(a02; a4�4)Z2(a02�02b02�02; a4�4) 1A

= Ea4�4 0� Æa2a02 00 I�4(a2�2b2�2; a02�02b02�02) 1A0� Z1(a02; a4�4)Z2(a02�02b02�02; a4�4) 1A . (30)As de�ned earlier, Ea2�2 denotes the QRPA eigenvalue, and I gives the overlapbetween the two-phonon states and is alled the metri matrix.



20 In order to derive the metri matrix the exat ommutators between two QRPAphonons are used instead of the bosoni ommutation rule (22):hQa2�2�2,Qya02�02�02i = Æa2a02Æ�2�02Æ�2�02 +
X�=�,� Xj1j2j01 Xm1m2m01 hX� (j1j2; a2�2)�X� (j 01j1; a02�02)hj1m1; j2m2j�2�2ihj01m01; j1m1j�02�02i� Y � (j1j2; a2�2)Y � (j 01j1; a02�02)hj1m1; j2m2j�2 � �2i� hj 01m01; j1m1j�02 � �02i(�1)�2+�02��2��02iayj01m01aj2m2 . (31)

The new amplitudes X� (j1j2; a2�2) are de�ned in terms of the old ones, the ampli-tudes of the restrited basis, as follows:X� (j1j2; a2�2) =

8<:X� (j1j2; a2�2)q1 + Æj1j2(�1)�2 , j1 � j2X� (j2j1; a2�2)q1 + Æj2j1(�1)�2(�1)j1+j2��2+1, j1 > j2. (32)This leads to the unrestrited representation of the QRPA phonon whih is simpleto use in tehnial derivations. The metri matrix I of (30) takes into aount theoverompleteness and non-orthogonality of the two-phonon basis and thus aountsfor the Pauli priniple:I�4(a2�2b2�2; a02�02b02�02) = h0jh(Qb2�2Qa2�2)�4�4, (Qya02�02Qyb02�02)�4�4ij0i
= Æa2a02Æ�2�02Æb2b02Æ�2�02 + Æa2b02Æ�2�02Æb2a02Æ�2�02(�1)�2+�2��4� X�=�,� Xj1j2j3j4A(1)� (j1j2j3j4; a2�2b2�2; a02�02b02�02), (33)where the matrix A(1)� is given byA(1)� (j1j2j3j4; a2�2b2�2a02�02b02�02) � b�2 b�2 b�02 b�028>><>>: j1 j2 �2j3 j4 �2�02 �02 �4 9>>=>>;� hX� (j1j2; a2�2)X� (j3j4; b2�2)X� (j1j3; a02�02)X� (j2j4; b02�02)� Y � (j1j2; a2�2)Y � (j3j4; b2�2)Y � (j1j3; a02�02)Y � (j2j4; b02�02)i. (34)

Above we have de�ned b� =
p2�+ 1. The seond term in (34) ontains the produtof four Y� amplitudes and is therefore very small. This term an be safely negletedleading to the metri matrix with a TDA form, already used in Ref. [41℄.The Hamiltonian matrix elements are given in terms of symmetrized doubleommutators. By using QRPA equation of motion (23) the elements H22 are found



21to be proportional to the metri matrix, i.e.,H22(a2�2b2�2; a02�02b02�02) = h0jh(Qb2�2Qa2�2)�4�4,H, (Qya02�02Qyb02�02)�4�4ij0i
=

12hEa2�2 +Eb2�2 +Ea02�02 +Eb02�02iI�4(a2�2b2�2; a02�02b02�02). (35)
The matrix element H22 gives the main ontribution to the two-phonon energies asa sum of energies of its one-phonon onstituents, orreted by the Pauli priniple,thus having a lear physial meaning.In order to derive the matrix elements onneting one-phonon with two-phononomponents, the ommutator of a QRPA phonon with the residual H31 interationis onsidered. The residual interation has the following form in the quasipartilerepresentation.H31 =

X�2�2 X�=�,� Xj1j2j3j4V (31)j1j2j3j4(��2)(�1)�2��2� h(ayj1ayj2)�2�2(ayj3 ãj4)�2��2 +H..i, (36)
where the isospin indies are dropped out exept under the summation sign. Herethe onventional abbreviation V (31)j1j2j3j4(��2) inludes the two-body matrix elementh�j1�j2;�2jV j�j3�j4;�2i with the two-body interation VV (31)j1j2j3j4(��2) =� 12q1 + Æj1j2(�1)�2q1 + Æj3j4(�1)�2� (uj1uj2vj3uj4 � vj1vj2uj3vj4)h�j1�j2;�2jV j�j3�j4;�2i

=(uj1uj2vj3uj4 � vj1vj2uj3vj4)G(j1j2j3j4�2). (37)
The notationG(j1j2j3j4�2) is ommonly used and is originally introdued by Baranger[34℄. The ommutator of a QRPA phonon with the residual H31 interation an be



22ast into a form written in terms of two QRPA phonons, i.e.,hH31,Qya2�4�4i =
Xd2Æ222X�2 X�=�,� Xj1j2j3j4 V (31)j1j2j3j4(��2) Xj�j0 X� (jj 0; a2�4)�q1 + Æjj0(�1)�41 + Æjj0  ÆÆ2�2 b�2b2�X� (j1j2; d2�2)hx� (�2j3�4j 0; j2; 2)Æj4j�(�1)j+j4��4x� (�2j3�4j; j02; 2)Æj4j0i

+(�1)j4�j3+�2Y � (j1j2; d2�2)hx� (�2j4�4j0; j2; 2)Æj3j�(�1)j+j3��4x� (�2j4�4j : j 02; 2)Æj3j0i�
+(b�2)2b2bÆ2(�1)Æ2�(�1)j2+j3y� (j4j3j1j2;�22; 2)�h(�1)j1+jx� (2j4�4j; j 0Æ2; d2)Æj1j0 � (�1)�4x� (2j4�4j 0; jÆ2; d2)Æj1j)i�(�1)�2��4y� (j4j3j2j1;�22; 2)h(�1)j3+jx� (2j4�4j; j0Æ2; d2)Æj2j0
+(�1)j2+j3x� (2j4�4j 0; jÆ2; d2)Æj2ji�!(Qyd2Æ2Qy22)�4�4
=

Xd2Æ222C(d2Æ222; a2�4)(Qyd2Æ2Qy22)�4�4 .
(38)

Again the isospin indies are dropped exept under the summation sign and in theamplitudes and the following notations are introdued:x� (�2j3�4j 0; j2; 2) = W (�2j3�4j 0; j2)X� (j3j 0; 22), (39)y� (j4j3j1j2;�22; 2) = W (j4j3j1j2;�22)Y � (j2j3; 22), (40)where W (abd; ef) denotes the Raah oe�ient [42℄.In deriving Eq. (38) the Y�Y� produts are negleted for simpliity sine theyare small. Now the rest of the Hamiltonian matrix elements an be written asH21(a2�2b2�2; a02) = h0jh(Qb2�2Qa2�2)�4�4,H,Qya02�4�4ij0i
=

12 Xd2Æ222C(d2Æ222; a02�4)I�4(a2�2b2�2; d2Æ222), (41)H12(a2; a02�02b02�02) = h0jhQa2�4�4,H, (Qya02�02Qyb02�02)�4�4ij0i
=

12 Xd2Æ222C(d2Æ222; a2�4)I�4(d2Æ222; a02�02b02�02)
= H21(a02�02b02�02; a2). (42)



23A similar proedure to estimate the oupling between the one- and two-phononbasis omponents is used in the quasipartile-phonon model (QPM) [13℄.In order to solve the eigenvalue system of equations (30) for the general wavefuntion (27) the standard tehnique is used [41℄. One should notie that the metrimatrix is not diagonal sine the initial basis is not orthogonal. The orthonormalbasis is built by �rst diagonalizing the metri matrix and using the resulting eigen-states as new basis. The original basis is also overomplete ontaining spurious basisvetors. The spurious basis states orrespond to very small eigenvalues of the metrimatrix and they an be thus eliminated. The new orthogonal, omplete basis leadsto a system of equations of the standard Hermitian form.2.4.1 MAVA2In this subsetion the relations improving the MAVA formalism are presented. Theenhaned version is alled MAVA2 and it has been used in PIII. The improve-ment is done by a proper onsideration of the fermioni struture of the QRPAphonons, i.e., now we go beyond the quasiboson approximation [43℄ in the om-mutators. Re�nement of the expression (35) is obtained by onsidering the exatdouble ommutation relation (19) between the QRPA phonons and the Hamiltonian.The resulting expression readsH22(a2�2b2�2; a02�02b02�02) = h0jh(Qb2�2Qa2�2)�4�4,H, (Qya02�02Qyb02�02)�4�4ij0i
=

12hEa2�2 +Eb2�2 +Ea02�02 +Eb02�02iI�4(a2�2b2�2; a02�02b02�02)� 12�hEa2�2 +Ea02�02ih0jQb2�2Na2�2;a02�02Qyb02�02j0i�4�4
+Eb2�2(�1)�2+�2��4h0jQa2�2Nb2�2;a02�02Qyb02�02j0i�4�4
+Eb02�02(�1)�02+�02��4h0jQb2�2Na2�2;b02�02Qya02�02 j0i�4�4�
+
X22E22h0jQb2�2Na2�2;22N22;a02�02Qyb02�02 j0i�4�4

=
12hEa2�2 +Eb2�2 +Ea02�02 +Eb02�02i� nI�4(a2�2b2�2; a02�02b02�02)� h0jQb2�2Na2�2;a02�02Qyb02�02j0i�4�4 o

+
X22E22h0jQb2�2Na2�2;22N22;a02�02Qyb02�02 j0i�4�4,

(43)
where the Na2�2�2;a02�02�02 matries ontain information beyond the quasiboson ap-proximation, i.e., they inlude the exat ommutator between two QRPA phonons



24as de�ned in (31). Rewriting Eq. (31) ashQa2�2�2,Qya02�02�02i = Æa2a02Æ�2�02Æ�2�02 +Na2�2�2;a02�02�02 (44)the expliit form of the Na2�2�2;a02�02�02 matrix is found to beNa2�2�2;a02�02�02 � X�=�,� Xj1j2j01 Xm1m2m01 hX� (j1j2; a2�2)X� (j 01j1; a02�02)� hj1m1; j2m2j�2�2ihj01m01; j1m1j�02�02iiayj01m01aj2m2. (45)
The approximation is oming from the fat that terms ontaining Y�Y� produtsare negleted. The expetation value of the Na2�2;a02�02 operator is written ash0jQb2�2Na2�2;a02�02Qyb02�02j0i�4�4 � X�2�2 X�02�02h�2�2;�2�2j�4�4ih�02�02;�02� 02j�4�4i� h0jQb2�2�2Na2�2�2;a02�02�02Qyb2�02�02 j0i� X�=�,� Xj1j2j3j4A(1)� (j1j2j3j4; a2�2b2�2a02�02b2�02)

= (�1)�2+�2+�4h0jQa2�2Nb2�2;a02�02Qyb02�02 j0i�4�4
= (�1)�02+�02+�4h0jQb2�2Na2�2;b02�02Qya02�02 j0i�4�4 . (46)

Again Y�Y� and Y�Y�Y�Y� QRPA amplitudes are negleted and Eq. (34) gives thede�nition for the shorthand notation A(1)� (j1j2j3j4; a2�2b2�2a02�02b02�02). The seondneeded expetation value is of the Na2�2;22N22;a02�02 operatorh0jQb2�2Na2�2;22N22;a02�02Qyb02�02j0i�4�4 � X�2�2�2 X�02�02h�2�2;�2�2j�4�4i� h�02�02;�02� 02j�4�4ih0jQb2�2�2Na2�2�2;22�2N22�2;a02�02�02Qyb02�02�02 j0i� X�=�,� Xj1j2j3j4Xjj0 XÆ2 A(2)� (j1j2j3j4jj 0; a2�2b2�2a02�02B02�0222d2Æ2) , (47)



25whereA(2)� (j1j2j3j4jj0; a2�2b2�2a02�02b02�0222d2Æ2) � b�2 b�2b2bÆ28>><>>: j1 j2 �2j3 j4 �22 Æ2 �4 9>>=>>;�X� (j1j2; a2�2)X� (j3j4; b2�2)b�02 b�02b2bÆ2"8>><>>: j j2 �02j0 j4 �022 Æ2 �4 9>>=>>;�X� (jj2; a02�02)X� (j 0j4; b02�02)� (�1)j2+j4+Æ2 8>><>>: j j4 �02j0 j2 �022 Æ2 �4 9>>=>>;�X� (jj4; a02�02)X� (j 0j2; b02�02)#X� (j1j3; 22)X� (jj 0; 22)� a(1)� (j1j2j3j4; a2�2b2�222d2Æ2)ha(1)� (jj2j 0j4; a02�02b02�0222d2Æ2)� (�1)j2+j4+Æ2a(1)� (jj4j0j2; a02�02b2�0222d2Æ2)iX� (j1j3; 22)X� (jj0; 22) .
(48)

Here it is worth mentioning that besides orretions oming from the Pauli prinipleand orthonormalization, i.e., the Na2�2�2;a02�02�02 matries, the two-phonon states donot interat via additional two-body interations. Taking into aount the direttwo-phonon-two-phonon interation usually gives rise to additional anharmoniities,thus being a matter whose importane should be studied in the future.



3 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONThe eletromagneti interation allows the nuleus to make transitions between itsstates by exhanging photons with its surroundings. Thus the study of nuleardeay rates via gamma deays is a good test of the nulear wave funtions obtainedin a nulear model. Moreover, nulear gamma-deay properties are some of the bestindiators of nulear spin and parity J� of exited states. In the next setion thebasi onepts related to eletromagneti transitions in nulei are desribed and,moreover, the needed matrix elements are given in the framework of MAVA.
3.1 GeneralWhen going from an initial state jΨii to a �nal state jΨfi of a nuleus by emittingor absorbing eletromagneti radiation of multipolarity J , the transition probabilityper unit time an be ompatly written asT (JM)fi =

2(J + 1)�0}J [(2J + 1)!!]2 �E} �2J+1 jh�fJfMf jTJM j�iJiMiij2. (49)Here the operator TJM is either an eletri or magneti multipole operator, withmultipolarity JM , and E is the energy of the transition. The total transitionprobability an be obtained by performing summation over the magneti quantumnumbers:T (J)fi � 12Ji + 1 XMMiMf T (JM)fi =
2(J + 1)�0}J [(2J + 1)!!]2 �E} �2J+1B(J ; Ji ! Jf ), (50)



27where the redued transition probability B(EJ) (eletri) and B(MJ) (magneti)have the forms B(EJ ; Ji ! Jf ) � 12Ji + 1 j(�fJf jjQJ jj�iJi)j2 , (51)B(MJ ; Ji ! Jf) � 12Ji + 1 j(�fJf jjMJ jj�iJi)j2 . (52)Above the eletri and magneti operators are given in the SI units asQJM = �(EJ)
AXi=1 e� (i)rJi YJM(Ωi), (53)MJM =

�N} �(MJ)
AXi=1 �g(� )s(i)s(i) +

2J + 1g(� )l(i)l(i)� � ri[rJi YJM(Ωi)]. (54)Here e� is the eletri harge of proton or neutron, bare values being unit of hargefor protons and zero for neutrons. The g-fators, or gyromagneti ratios, g(� )s andg(� )l , as well as the phase fators �(EJ) and �(MJ) an be found e.g., from Ref. [43℄.The nulear magneton inludes the proton massmp and has the following expression�N =
e}2mp ' 0.105efm. (55)

3.2 Electric transitions in the MAVA schemeThe eletri transitions between states ontaining only two-phonon omponents weredesribed in Ref. [44℄. Here a more general ase related to the wave funtion (27)is onsidered. Starting with a spherial tensor of rank J , in this ase the eletrioperator of multipolarity J (53), one an write in seond quantization as follows:QJM =
X�=�,� Xj1j2 Xm1m2h�j1m1jQJM j�j2m2iyj1m1j2jm2

=
1bJ X�=�,� Xj1j2h�j1jjQJ jj�j2i(yj1 ̃j2)JM . (56)Expressing then (yj1 ̃j2)JM in terms of quasipartile operators gives

(yj1 ̃j2)JM = uj1uj2(ayj1 ãj2)JM + uj1vj2(ayj1ayj2)JM� vj1uj2(ãj1 ãj2)JM � vj1vj2(ãj1ayj2)JM . (57)



28In the used method the sattering terms ayã are negleted to �rst approximationleading to the following representation of the partile-hole part of the transitionoperator, onsistent with the QRPA phononQJM =
X�=�,� Xj1�j2 ��J(j1j2)hAyJM (j1j2) + (�1)J�MAJ�M(j1j2)i, (58)where ��J(j1j2) =

q1 + Æj1j2(�1)JbJ(1 + Æj1j2) h�j1jjQJ jj�j2i(uj1vj2 + vj1uj2). (59)The redued matrix element onneting a MAVA eigenstate with the ground stateis given in terms of the one-phonon amplitudes of the operator (27), i.e.,ha4�4jjQ�4jj0i = b�4Xa2 Z1(a2; a4�4)� X�=�,� Xj1�j2 ���4(j1j2)hX� (j1j2; a2�4) + Y� (j1j2; a2�4)i. (60)The transition amplitude between two MAVA eigenstates is given by the su-perposition of omponents ontaining produts between the one- and two-phononamplitudes, multiplied by the metri matrix:ha04�04jjQ2jja4�4i =
X�=�,� Xj1�j2X2 ��2(j1j2)hX� (j1j2; 22) + Y� (j1j2; 22)i� �b�04Xa2 Xa02�02�b02�02 Z1(a2; a4�4)Z2(a02�02b02�02; a04�04)I�04(a02�02b02�02; a2�422)

+ b�4Xa02 Xa2�2�b2�2 Z1(a02; a04�04)Z2(a2�2b2�2; a4�4)I�4(a02�0422; a2�2b2�2)�. (61)
Eqs. (30) and (61) now testify that the metri matrix, taking into onsiderationthe Pauli priniple, is ruial in desribing both eigenstates and eletromagnetitransitions within the MAVA sheme.



4 NUCLEAR-STRUCTURE CALCULATIONSThe performed nulear-struture alulations for admium, ruthenium and molyb-denum isotopes will be desribed in this setion. The treatment is based on thetheoretial framework outlined in the previous setions. First, the onstrution ofthe quasipartile basis is disussed, and after that, the desription of the QRPAalulations follows. Finally, the MAVA alulations and their results are reviewed.
4.1 Single-particle basisTo set up the alulations a set of single-partile states, the valene spae, is ho-sen. The method applied, when seleting this set of ative single-partile orbitals,was to inlude all the levels within a su�iently large range below and above theFermi surfae. The su�ieny is determined by the requirement to be able to han-dle all the low-energy phenomena within the hosen valene spae. In pratie,it is onvenient to restrit oneself to a few harmoni-osillator major shells, notforgetting the possible intruding states from the higher shells. The hosen basisonsists of ten proton and neutron single-partile levels around the proton and neu-tron Fermi surfaes, spanning the valene spae: 1p0f � 2s1d0g � 0h11/2 for thestudied molybdenum and ruthenium isotopes. For the studied admium isotopesthe above mentioned valene spae is hosen for protons and a rather large basis of15 neutron single-partile levels onsisting of the 1p0f � 2s1d0g� 2p1f0h shells forthe neutrons.The single-partile energies of the orbitals were alulated by using the phe-



30nomenologial, Bohr-Mottelson [24℄ parametrized, Woods-Saxon potential. In addi-tion to the radial Woods-Saxon and kineti parts, this single-partile potential on-tains the entrifugal term, the spin-orbit oupling, and, in the ase of protons, theCoulomb potential of a uniformly harged sphere. The single-partile wave fun-tions are, however, taken to be the eigenstates of a spherial harmoni-osillatorwith a suitable osillator onstant. This is a good approximation for bound statesin nulei [43℄.The two-body interation, orresponding to HRES in Eq. (4), was taken to bethe G matrix generated from the Bonn one-boson-exhange potential [45℄ as done in[46℄. The di�erent hannels of this interation are saled by onstants as desribedin Refs. [47, 48℄. The interation matrix elements were saled within the BCS andQRPA alulations in order to take into aount the renormalization due to thelimited size of the valene spae.
4.2 BCS calculationsThe onstrution of the quasipartile basis was done by performing a BCS alula-tion for all the studied nulei. The amplitudes u and v, introdued in the de�nitionof the BCS ground state (5), and the quasipartile energies were found as a resultof the minimization of the BCS ground state energy.The quasipartile struture depends on the two-body interation via the mono-pole matrix elements of the formgpairhj1j1; J = 0jHRESjj2j2; J = 0i, (62)where gpair is the pairing-strength parameter �xed for the protons and neutronsseparately. The adjustment of the pairing strength parameter is based on the useof a phenomenologial pairing-gap formula, giving the pairing-indued odd-evenstaggering of the nulear masses in terms of the proton and neutron separationenergies [49℄, Sp and Sn, respetively. Aordingly, the pairing gaps for protons andneutrons read

∆p(AZXN ) = �14 hSp(A+1Z+1XN )� 2Sp(AZXN ) + Sp(A�1Z�1XN )
i , (63)

∆n(AZXN ) = �14 hSn(A+1Z XN+1)� 2Sn(AZXN ) + Sn(A�1Z XN�1)i , (64)



31where AZXN stands for the doubly-even nuleus for whih the BCS alulation isbeing done. Aording to the BCS approah this pairing gap is equal to the lowestquasipartile energy. Hene, the pairing strength was adjusted in suh a way thatthe experimental pairing gap was reprodued. The required renormalization wasrather modest, generally gpair was in the range of 0.88-1.18.The quasipartile spetrum provides a way to infer if the Woods-Saxon ener-gies re�et the atual single-partile values. This arises from the assumption of adominant one quasipartile struture of the few lowest-energy states of an odd-massnuleus. If the quasipartile spetrum looks very di�erent from the experimentallow-energy spetrum of the neighbouring odd-mass nuleus, then somemodi�ationsof the single-partile energies are needed. In pratie, one makes minor hanges tothe Woods-Saxon energies near the Fermi surfae, always preserving the right or-dering of the spin-orbit partners. Generally, the e�et of altering the single-partileenergy an be summarized as follows: the loser to the Fermi surfae a level isbrought, the lower the quasipartile energy will be, and vie versa. Changing theenergy of some of the levels an produe, however, more ompliated hanges inthe overall quasipartile spetrum. In the following alulations the single-partileenergies obtained by using the Woods-Saxon potential were used without any mod-i�ations.
4.3 QRPA calculationsOne the quasipartile basis has onstruted by the BCS method, the QRPA alula-tions ould be done to obtain the ground state and the exitations of the doubly-evennulei. Also the QRPA inludes a way to renormalize the interation . The parame-ters gph and gpp represent the saling of the partile-hole and partile-partile modesof interation, respetively. In the present work, the parameters were adjusted forthe 2+ and 4+ states, aiming to math the lowest QRPA energy and the orre-sponding experimental value in eah ase. If the experimental value was out ofreah using a reasonable tuning of the interation, the parameter was taken to be1.0, suggesting the possibility that the experimental state ould have a more ompli-ated struture than the one-phonon QRPA state (17). Generally, the one-phononstates were easy to reognize in the experimental spetrum. In partiular, whenstudying 4+ states, one should note that the two-phonon triplet orresponding tothe 2+1 N 2+1 oupling, whih we are interested in, are not desribed by the QRPA.



32This is beause QRPA deals with two-quasipartile exitations only and thus thegph parameter for 4+ states should be adjusted so that the energy of the seondlowest of the experimental states is orretly reprodued.
4.4 MAVA calculationsThe metri matrix, onsisting of overlaps between all the two-phonon ombinationsinluded in the alulations, is ontained as a relevant part in the MAVA formal-ism. The angular-momentum dependene of the metri matrix ontributes to thesplitting of the two-phonon-like MAVA states. The Pauli priniple is preserved indiagonalization of the metri matrix as desribed in detail in [50℄. It should bementioned that the results for the alulated MAVA states depend on the numberof the 2+ and 4+ QRPA phonons inluded into the ansatz wave funtion (27) andthe subsequent diagonalization of the eigenvalue problem. It is enough, aordingto our alulations, to take �ve lowest QRPA phonons of both of these multipolesto ahieve stable energies and wave funtions for the alulated MAVA states. Thisnumber of the QRPA phonons has been used for all the results presented here.These results onern the energies and E2 deay properties of the 2+1 , 2+2 , 0+1 and4+1 exited states in the Mo, Ru and Cd hains of isotopes. The experimental dataare taken from Refs. [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63℄.The two-phonon state energies are represented in Fig. 1. In the ase of molyb-denum isotopes the two-phonon states were hard to reognize from the experimentalspetrum and thus they are not shown here. Figures showing possible andidatesfor two-phonon states an be found in the inluded paper PIII. The general trendin the ase of ruthenium isotopes (left panel) is that the theoretial two-phononstates are too high in energy as ompared to the experimental ones. Still the agree-ment is reasonable and the isotope 106Ru is quite well reprodued even though theordering of the states has hanged. In the ase of admium isotopes (right panel)all the theoretial two-phonon states are in good agreement with their experimentalounterparts, exluding the 0+2�ph states in the heaviest isotopes 118,120Cd.As already mentioned in the previous hapter, the metri matrix plays animportant role also in the theoretial expressions for the eletri deay amplitudes[50℄. These amplitudes an be used to produe the redued eletri quadrupoledeay probabilities, B(E2), whih an be ompared with experimental data. To dothis omparison we adopt proton and neutron e�etive harges, ep = (1 + �)e and
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FIGURE 1: Experimental and theoretial two-phonon energies in 98�106Ru (leftpanel) and 110�120Cd isotopes (right panel).en = �e, whih reprodue the measured B(E2; 2+1 ! 0+g.s.) value. The eletri po-larization fator, �, as well as the experimental B(E2; 2+1 ! 0+g.s.) value are plottedin Fig. 2. General trend is that higher � values are needed when B(E2; 2+1 ! 0+g.s.)inreases.The eletri quadrupole transition strengths are represented in Fig. 3 as ratiosR(J+i ! J+f ) =
B(E2; J+i ! J+f )B(E2; 2+1 ! 0+g.s.) . (65)One should notie that the inauray limits of experimental results are not shownhere. However, they an be found in papers PI, PII and PIII. The very weaktransition from 2+ two-phonon state to 0+ ground state is reprodued extremelywell in all ases. In general, the theoretial transition 2+2�ph ! 2+1 is found to bestronger than the experimental one exept for the molybdenum isotopes where theorrespondene is very good. On the other hand theoretial transition 4+2�ph ! 2+1is found to be weaker than the experimental one. Deeper analysis of level energiesand B(E2) values, arried out in the inluded papers, reveals that aording toour alulations 94�100Mo are loser to anharmoni vibrators than deformed rotors.Furthermore, 100Ru an be interpreted as being a transitional nuleus between the
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FIGURE 2: Experimental B(E2; 2+1 ! 0+g.s.) values in Weisskopf units (up-per panel) and the orresponding eletri polarization fator, � (lower panel) for94�100Mo, 98�106Ru and 110�120Cd.
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FIGURE 3: Experimental and theoretial ratios (65) values for some transitionsfor 94�100Mo (left panel), 98�106Ru (middle panel) and 110�120Cd (right panel).spherial anharmoni vibrator 98Ru and the quasi-rotational heavier 102�106Ru iso-topes. In the ase of 116�120Cd the analysis points to mixing between anharmonivibrations and deformed intruder degrees of freedom.



5 LARGE SCALE CALCULATIONSIn the following setions large sale (global) alulations with MAVA are desribed.This study is very reent and has not been published yet. The goal of the alula-tions is to �x free parameters by experimental data so that a large region of nuleiould be studied with the same parameters. This is a very demanding task sine thekey issue here, and in general in nulear-struture theory, is that no parameter-free,pratially appliable many-body theory exists. The minimizationmethod hosen isthe NAG fortran E04FCF routine whih is used together with the experimental dataprovided by the ensdf database in the simulations in order to �x the free parametersin an optimal, automati way. For suh alulations the MAVA has been modi�edto allow user friendly alulations globally by hoosing the reasonable andidatesfrom the entire hart of nulei. Energies of the �rst exited 2+ states of vibrationallike doubly even nulei are used as the �rst experimental data set to be studied.Preliminary results using a G-matrix as a two-body interation are promising.
5.1 Minimization methodThe NAG fortran E04FCF routine is used to minimize the di�erene between ex-perimental and theoretial 2+1 energies. E04FCF is a omprehensive algorithm for�nding an unonstrained minimum of a sum of squares of m nonlinear funtions in nvariables (m � n) using both Gauss�Newton and modi�ed Newton algorithms. Theroutine is intended for funtions whih have ontinuous �rst and seond derivatives,although it will usually work even if the derivatives have oasional disontinuities.



37E04FCF is appliable to problems of the formMinimize F (x) =
mXi=1[fi(x)]2 , (66)where x = (x1,x2, ...,xn)T and m � n. Essentially E04FCF is idential to the sub-program LSQNDN in the National Physial Laboratory Algorithms Library. Firstthe user supplies a starting point x(1) from where the routine generates a sequeneof points x(2),x(3), ... whih is intended to onverge to a loal minimum of F (x).The sequene of points is given byx(k+1) = x(k) + �(k)p(k)k, (67)where the vetor p(k) is a diretion of searh, and �(k) is hosen suh that F (x(k) +�(k)p(k)) is approximately a minimum with respet to �(k). The vetor p(k) useddepends on the redution in the value of the sum of squares obtained during thelast iteration. If the sum of squares was su�iently redued, then p(k) is an approx-imation to the Gauss-Newton diretion. Otherwise additional funtion evaluationsare made so as to enable p(k) to be a more aurate approximation to the Newtondiretion. The method is designed to ensure that steady progress is made what-ever the starting point may be, and to have the rapid ultimate onvergene of theNewton's method. More detailed desription of the algorithm an be found in Ref.[64℄.

5.2 CalculationsFirst the hoie of valene spae has to be made. This also de�nes the region ofnulei to be alulated. In these alulations we have hosen the valene spae1p0f � 2s1d0g � 0h1f7/2 on�ning the proton numbers between 22 � Z � 64 andneutron numbers between 22 � N � 74. The nulei that are taken under disussionare hosen by evaluating the 4+1 /2+1 ratio of experimental energies. In the presentalulations the suitable experimental andidates are taken to be those with 1.5 �E(4+1 )/E(2+1 ) � 2.5.Next the parameters to be �tted are hosen. In the present version the param-eters that are �tted are the QRPA partile-hole parameter gph, the QRPA partile-partile parameter gpp and the Woods-Saxon parameters: the strength of the entralpotential V0, the range R and the surfae thikness a. In the following the Woods-Saxon parameters are denoted by the symbols WSi for the i:th parameter. The



38strength of the entral potential inludes two parameters and is alulated asV0 = �(WS4 �WS5(N �Z)/A), (68)the + sign being for protons and the � sign for neutrons. The range an be obtainedfrom R = WS2A1/3 (69)and the surfae thikness is simply a = WS3. For the spin-orbit part one moreparameter is needed for saling its entral strengthvls = WS1V0. (70)The starting values for the parameters are WS1 = 0.44, WS2 = 1.27, WS3 =0.67, WS4 = �51.00, WS5 = 33.00, gph = 0.60 and gpp = 1.00 and the �nal �ttedparameters in eah ase are shown in Table 1. The �rst row indiates the parameterlabel and the following four rows show the �tted parameters in four di�erent ases;MAVA alulations with �ve Woods-Saxon parameters, MAVA alulations withthree Woods-Saxon parameters and the partile-hole parameter, MAVA alulationswith three Woods-Saxon parameters, the partile-hole parameter and the partile-partile parameter, and for omparison a QRPA alulation with three Woods-Saxonparameters, the partile-hole parameter and the partile-partile parameter. Thelast line of the table shows the residues of the alulations, i.e., the minimized sumof squares of di�erenes between the experimental and theoretial energy dividedby the number of alulated nulei.From the alulation where only the Woods-Saxon parameters are �tted onean see that the most sensitive parameters are WS1, WS4 and WS5. Thus theseparameters are taken to be �tted with partile-hole and partile-partile parameters.Judging by the residue minF (x)/m the WS + gph + gpp alulation gives the bestresult. One also sees that taking into aount the gph and gpp parameters, thehange in the Woods-Saxon parameters is dereased. In the ase of the QRPA�t, the Woods-Saxon parameters remain almost untouhed leading to the biggestresidue.The �tted energies are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. The experimental valuesare extrated from the ensdf database and are represented in the �gures only ifany of the theoretial ounterparts ould be alulated. At this point a generalremark onerning these �gures is in order. The QRPA energies of the 2+1 stateare mainly determined by the gph parameter and no breakdown of the theory isexpeted for reasonable values of gph. Hene, for almost all nulei inluded in our



39TABLE 1: Fitted parameters of the global MAVA alulations. The asterisk marksvalues of parameters that are �xed in the alulations. The last line gives the residueof the alulations in units of keV.MAVA QRPAWS WS + gph WS + gph + gpp WS + gph + gppWS1 0.4480 0.4400 0.44021 0.43999WS2 1.2697 1.27� 1.27� 1.27�WS3 0.66513 0.67� 0.67� 0.67�WS4 -51.7997 -51.0001 -51.0101 -51.0001WS5 28.5792 33.4911 32.9357 32.9880gph 0.60� 0.5895 0.5719 0.5852gpp 1.00� 1.00� 1.0723 0.9378minF (x)m 519.18 449.41 425.24 531.26ompilation the QRPA energy is found. On the other hand, the 2+1 energy of theMAVA not only depends on gph but also on the interation between the 2+1 state andthe two-phonon triplet. On many oasions this interation pushes the 2+1 energyimaginary (breakdown of the MAVA formalism) even if the QRPA energy of the 2+1phonon, the main omponent of the MAVA 2+1 state and the building blok of theMAVA two-phonon triplet, is positive. Hene the MAVA breaks down in our globalalulations more often than the QRPA does. Most pronouned this e�et seemsto be for the MAVA alulations with optimized WS, gph and gpp parameters. In�gures a missing theory point implies a breakdown of alulation.It is interesting to see how the previously independently alulated molyb-denum, ruthenium and admium isotopes are reprodued with �tted parameters.Before making any onlusions one should notie that the �tted gph parameters dif-fer quite radially from the ones represented in the inluded papers. Fig. 5 showsthe results for the Z = 42� 48 nulei. First look at the molybdenum isotopes,Z = 42 and N = 52� 58, reveals that from the previously independently alulatedisotopes only 100Mo, N = 58, an be alulated with three �tted Woods-Saxon pa-rameters and �tted gph and gph in the MAVA. For the N = 52� 56 isotopes thealulation breaks down. However, the QRPA seems to give quite nie results forthose isotopes.In the ase of the ruthenium isotopes, Z = 44 and N = 54�62, the alulation



40with three �tted Woods-Saxon parameters and �tted gph is giving the best resultsfor MAVA. The trend in all the alulations seems to be somewhat in the wrongdiretion, i.e., on the experimental side the energy of the �rst 2+ state dereases asmore neutrons are added but on the theoretial side the reverse happens.Unfortunately only quite few of the previously independently alulated ad-mium isotopes, Z = 48 and N = 62� 72, an be alulated with the �tted param-eters. The most neutron rih isotopes are, surprisingly enough, best reprodued bythe �ve �tted Woods-Saxon parameters.Another interesting feature in suh large sale alulations is the reprodutionof shell losures. Between the magi shell losures olletive exitations of nuleonsbeome evident in the form of vibrational and rotational states in their low-energyspetrum. These olletive e�ets are expeted to be strongest at midshell. However,the development of olletivity away from major shell losures may be disturbedby the presene of subshell losures, or minor shell gaps. In order to study suhphenomena, indiators of quadrupole olletivity may be made use of. One measureof the amount of quadrupole olletivity in even-even nulear systems is the energyof the �rst exited 2+ state. Aording to [65, 66℄, the energy of the �rst 2+state, E(2+1 ), is inversely proportional to the quadrupole deformation parameter.Thus, nearly spherial nulei exhibit high E(2+1 ) values relative to more deformedneighboring even-even isotopes. As nuleons are added to the system beyond losedmajor shells, E(2+1 ) will derease, a result of the dominane of olletive motionamong nuleons. The existene of subshells between major shell losures shouldresult in similar E(2+1 ) trends.Fig. 4 shows the rossing of the N = 28 neutron shell. This shell losureis quite niely reprodued by all the �ts even though in general the theoretialenergies are slightly too low. The alulations of Caurier et al. [67℄ suggest thatthere are possible intruder states around 500 keV in N = 28 isotones 50Ti, 52Crand 54Fe belonging to an yrare band. However, they do not seem to show upexperimentally. On the other hand in the shell-model diagonalization alulation of[68℄ the theoretial 2+1 state is found to be higher in energy than the experimentalone in the nulei 50Ti, 52Cr and 54Fe.In their paper Prisiandaro et al. [69℄ disuss a possible subshell losure atN = 32 seen in Cr isotopes. These heavier Cr isotopes are not inluded in ouralulations sine they do not have vibrational features judging by the 4+1 /2+1 energyratio.As shown by the last panel of the �rst row of panels in Fig. 4 a subshell



41losure at N = 40 is seen experimentally for 68Ni but it is not reprodued by ouralulation. However, the WS + gph + gpp alulation seems to have the right trendin the energies. This seems to be a hard subshell losure to reprodue sine theshell-model alulation of Ref. [70℄ is also not able to reprodue it.Fig. 6 shows that the theoretial energies of a hain of isotopes vary quiteradially when adding more neutrons. This e�et ould possibly be diminishedby taking the gph and gpp parameters to be funtions of A and Z. Thus morealulations should be done to �nd the most suitable form for the funtions gph(A,Z)and gpp(A,Z).
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FIGURE 4: Energies of the �rst 2+ states alulated with the �tted parametersfor Z = 22� 40 nulei as funtions of the neutron number. Z inreases from leftto right and the �rst row of panels orresponds to Z = 22� 28, the seond row toZ = 30� 34 and the third row to Z = 36� 40.
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FIGURE 5: Energies of the �rst 2+ states alulated with the �tted parametersfor Z = 42� 48 nulei as funtions of the neutron number. Z inreases from leftto right and the �rst row of panels orresponds to Z = 42, 44, the seond row toZ = 46 and the third row to Z = 48.
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FIGURE 6: Energies of the �rst 2+ states alulated with the �tted parameters forZ = 50� 58 nulei as funtions of the neutron number. Upper panel orrespondsto Z = 50, the middle panel to Z = 52 and the lowest row of panels to Z = 54� 58.



6 CONCLUSIONSThe adopted theory of this work, MAVA, is based on a large single-partile valenespae and a realisti mirosopi Hamiltonian, using phenomenologially renormal-ized two-body interation based on the Bonn one-boson-exhange potential. The nu-lear Hamiltonian is diagonalized in a basis ontaining one-phonon and two-phononomponents, oupled to a given angular momentum and parity. By its two-stepproedure MAVA is a simple representative of the multistep shell model. The im-proved version, MAVA2, also onsiders properly the fermioni struture of the QRPAphonons and goes beyond the quasiboson approximation in the ommutators.In our present alulations the two-phonon basis is built using 2+ and 4+QRPA eigenstates. In spite of its simpliity, the model predits energies and ra-tios of B(E2) values in reasonable agreement with data. Furthermore, based onthe obtained results identi�ation of three-phonon states and intruder states anbe made. Also evidene of shape transitions and shape oexistene an be seen.Thus MAVA is a versatile tool in studying spherial and nearly spherial nuleiwith low-lying olletive vibrational like states. In addition to the desription ofeletri quadrupole deays further appliations are the desriptions of beta deayand double-beta deay transitions within the proton-neutron version of MAVA [71℄.The large sale (global) alulations with MAVA are done in the aim to �xthe free parameters by experimental data so that a large region of nulei ouldbe studied with the same parameters. The �rst experimental data set studied arethe energies of the �rst exited 2+ states of vibrational like doubly even nulei.Preliminary results of these alulations using a G-matrix as a two-body interationare promising and ould already be used to alulate various properties of two-phonon states. Improvement of the results ould be aomplished by taking the gph



46and gpp parameters to be funtions of A and Z and �nding the most suitable formfor the funtions gph(A,Z) and gpp(A,Z), thus requiring more alulations.
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